CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

In concluding the present study, this final chapter is divided into two subchapters involving conclusions and suggestions. The first subchapter provides a summary of the answers to the problems and the inference taken from the findings. The second subchapter presents suggestions for further studies.

5.1 Conclusion

The research examines (1) the reflected of formality in *Bukan Empat Mata* and *Hitam Putih* talk shows and (2) personality factors from their hosts, such as education background and introversion, contribution toward formality.

According to the data analysis, the results present that nouns as non deictic category dominate the host’s utterances of *Bukan Empat Mata* talk show and pronouns as deictic category is prominently found on the utterances of *Hitam Putih* host. The dominator of a word class in each talk show influences on formality measurement. The measurement points out that Tukul who is *Bukan Empat Mata*’s host has the higher score than Deddy as *Hitam Putih* host.

Since personality factors also effect on formality, this research finds that between two hosts of talk shows verbally, Tukul is leaning as the introvert and Deddy as the extravert. The level of education also influences on formality although in this case found different result from previous research. In this research, Tukul has the lower level of education background than Deddy but Tukul tries to manipulate his weaknesses by using laptop frequently. The use of laptop is evidence that Tukul is controlled by his producer. The frequent occurrences of formal language is employed by Tukul is also supported by the transcription in his laptop that guides him when interacts with his guests.

Based on the findings, there are some informal languages in the hosts’ utterances. The measurement of informal languages has supported the result of formality in Indonesian context.
5.2 Suggestions
This section provides several suggestions on the basis of delimitation of the present research. First, this research focuses only on hosts’ utterances in a talk show. Further research may conduct all participants in the talk show. Second, this research categorizes the word classes manually, may the next also use some softwares for helping to analyze the data. Third, a talk show situation has been analyzed, may the other situation also analyzed.